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URBAN STAY NOW PROVIDES PET WELCOME PACKS & GUIDES 

TAILORED FOR CATS OR DOGS WHILE IN LONDON 

 Each pet gets their very own welcome pack and a guide for their owners full of pet essentials! 

Urban Stay is pleased to announce that we are the first (and currently only) serviced apartment 

operator to provide pet-specific welcome packs and guides for all guests arriving with their furry 

friends.  

We offer two different welcome packs in our pet friendly apartments - one for cats and one for 

dogs.  Guests will find specific treats and toys for either their cat or dog, tailored to their size.  

We include a custom Urban Stay carrier bag, customised printed guide for the human to learn all 

about the pet essentials in their new neighbourhood, a dog or cat toy, bag of dog/cat treats, 

cat/dog bowl, pet first aid kit, and soon to be much more to come!   

Mr. James Swift, Urban Stay's Director of Business Development and Operations said: “The 

London property market is extremely buoyant, and serviced apartments are becoming more and 

more the business traveller's first choice.  In this highly competitive market we have found a 

niche as the go-to provider of pet-friendly serviced apartments.  Providing these deluxe welcome 

packs and thorough pet welcome guide will make our guests feel even more at home with their 

furry family member." 

Ms. Jenny Dreiling, Urban Stay's Director of Finance and Marketing added: "Ever since we 

started bringing our dog Maya into the office we saw how much life she added; she is especially 

a hit with our clients when they come to visit!  We always do what we can to go out of our way 

to make our guests feel truly at home and we thought that this would help make each pet feel 

special, along with their owners." 

Urban Stay, which has its headquarters in London, was founded only a little over three years ago. 

The company quickly entered the corporate serviced apartment market with a number of 

enviably located flats in the Liverpool Street area off Bishopsgate. Urban Stay has now expanded 

this base to offer four blocks in Liverpool Street, two blocks in Monument, four in Notting Hill, 

and now a new block of executive apartments in the heart of Victoria. This newest guest offering 

comes at an exciting time for this young company and couldn't have been possible without the 

strong team behind it. 
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